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The extraordinary pram 

for very special people
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„ Super suspension for an optimal 

 Sleeping comfort for your baby“
-Patricia Hesselbacher-
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Dear parents,
every walk with the pram is like a little or even long journey for your  
offspring. That’s why HESBA’s motto is to develop the most comfortable  
and durable prams – so that neither distance nor nature of the ground  
or lying comfort will ever matter again.

Special prams for special people
Our models are prams of the highest quality that can be with you and your baby from birth until the age of three. 
The classy vintage design, together with an abundance of colour combinations, makes sure that your pram is as 
unique as your little darling.

Your child grows – our prams follow
Our models are convincing multifunctional prams. During the first six 
months your baby lies comfortably in the lie-flat pram – as soon as it can 
sit, you can use the pushchair attachment. And no matter, whether sun 
or rain, cobbled roads or paths full of roots: with the HESBA-suspension 
your baby will experience a smooth and relaxing ride.

You are looking for something individual and for functionality that 
can hardly be surpassed? 
I hope you enjoy our catalogue and I am sure that you, and especially 
your child, will be enthusiastic about our stylish travel companions.

Kind regards your

There once were two ants in Westphalia

Who wanted to go to Australia.

But cursing their feet

In a Belgian street

They gave up the trip as a failya.

– Joachim Ringelnatz –

Patricia Hesselbacher
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Our models
The models Corrado, Condor Coupé, Concepto and 
Calido differ in their different canopy shapes.
The model ClassicA is a classic pram with a solid tub, 
the pushchair attachment can be ordered separately as 
an accessory.

All models can be ordered optionally with tubeless, 
pneumatic or hard rubber tyres in two different sizes.

Black Edition
Condor Light with matt black chassis and SL 300 
wheels.

Alternatively for all models
Chrome chassis with swiveling front wheels 
SW-SL 2/25 are available.
(Only with black tubeless wheels) 
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Condor Coupé
Elegant, smooth, rounded soft 
canopy with safety U-bracket.

Pictures show version 796 / 718 LG brown, SL 300
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Concepto
A striking high canopy with two safety U-brackets 
and a breathable fabric insert in the canopy that can be 
covered.

Breathable
fabric insert.

Pictures show version 540 / 200 LG light brown, SL 300
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Corrado
The classic one with clamping brackets on the canopy.

Note: The model Corrado only folds completely with pram attachment when the 
canopy is not pointed towards the push handle side since the push handle cannot be 
pushed past the clamping brackets of the canopy. Always fold the push handle down 
when folding the pram.

Pictures show version 637 / 120 LG white, EVA 300
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ClassicA
Our classic pram with solid tub (without removable 
carrycot). The tub can be folded and stowed in the car 
in a space-saving way. As the pushchair attachment 
is not incorporated, the model ClassicA has a lower 
weight. The pushchair attachment is also available as 
accessory. 

Pictures show version 523 / 110 LG red, SL 250
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Calido
Multifunctional canopy with sun visor, integrated insect 
net and ventilation

Pictures show version 727 / 237 LG grey, EVA 250
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Condor Light
BLACK EDITION
Sporty combi pram with matt black chassis and black 
rims.
Now individually arrangeable as Condor Light.

Pictures show version 584 / 172 LG light brown, only possible with SL 300
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Chrome duo
swivel chassis
Available for all models.

Folding with and without attachment and wheels possible.

Only available with black, tubeless wheels SW-SL 2/25.

© Copyright 2019 | Maureen Heimann
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Dear customers, many thanks 

for the great pictures!  
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Opinions
More insights of our customers

can be found under:

www.hesba.de/meinungen?language=en_US

And on Instagram:

hesba_official
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Handmade in Germany
Our prams are handmade - 
completely made in Germany. 
In our factory manufacture in Upper Franconia 
primarily semi-finished parts from Germany and the 
EU are manufactured and assembled by hand by our 
skilled workers.

Proofed to have the highest 
comfort for your child.

Cutting –
sewing –

assembly
Each pram is manufactured individually by hand in 
our factory. The 15 employees in our HESBA factory 
manufacture the products with utmost commit-
ment, experience and love for detail to meet our 
customer’s wishes.
From cutting the fabrics, sewing to assembly of all 
parts – Made in Marktgraitz, Upper Franconia/Bava-
ria.



Sustainability
Origin
All our fabrics are of European origin and comply with 
the Oeko-Tex 100 standard. We process them in 
our factory in the heart of Germany.
 
All plastic parts as well as the chrome chassis are 
Made in Germany and are produced regionally. Short 
transport routes and pollutant-free and environmen-
tally compatible materials are important to us. For  
example, our SL wheels and the push handle are 
made of solight ecco®, a pollutant-free plastic  
developed and manufactured in Upper Franconia.

Manufacturing after receipt of your order
We do not produce on stock, only after receipt of  
order, all parts are individually assembled in our  
manufactory to your personal pram.

Durability
Our classic prams are very stable and durable. In case 
a part wears out, it still can be repaired at any time. 
All spare parts are available for prams manufactured 
over the last 20 years.
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Interior and exterior fabrics combinations
Choose the look of your pram individually out of plenty of colours and fabrics. 
It will be handmade in accordance to your individual specifications. 
Our fabrics comply with the Oeko-Tex 100 standard.

FABRIC VARIATIONS, EXTERIOR

LEATHER VARIATIONS

FABRIC VARIATIONS, INTERIOR

Additional leather and 
fabric combinations can 
be found on our website 
www.hesba.de
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Removable 
lightweight carrycot
For the models Condor Coupé, Concepto, Corrado and Calido.

Comfortable lying area: For a back-friendly development, your 
child requires a perfect lying area especially during the first months. 
A horizontal position and plenty of space to stretch are especially 
important. Our specially developed lightweight carrycot is particularly 
spacious, stable and mobile at the same time and therefore guarantees 
optimal sleeping comfort. 
Should your baby fall asleep in the pram, you can comfortably carry 
it in the carrycot into the house without having to wake it up. 

Pushchair
As soon as your child can sit independently, the pram 
attachment can be modified into a pushchair. 
The pushchair attachment can be positioned flexibly 
either facing forwards or backwards.
The backrest can be adjusted in five different positions 
and allows sitting or lying.© Copyright 2020 | solandpepper.com 



Suspension
Thanks to the soft-joint suspension, the pram navigates 
uneven surfaces, country paths and cobbled roads ea-
sily. The smooth rocking movement makes the babies 
feel good and they fall asleep peacefully.

Chassis
The chrome-plated steel tube chassis is robust and 
extremely durable. The basket at the bottom of the 
chassis can be loaded with a max. weight of 5 kg and 
helps when transporting small shopping.

The chassis is collapsible to 
be stowed away e.g. in the 
car trunk. 

© Copyright 2020 | solandpepper.com 

© Copyright 2020 | solandpepper.com 
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solight ecco®

SL 250 EVA 250

LR 300

LR 250

SL 300 EVA 300The height of the standard push handle with conta-
minant-free „solight ecco“ covering can be adjusted 
and it can be folded down. It is also available with real 
hand-sewn leather. 

Push handle Wheels for classic chassis

Once it has outgrown the carrycot, your child can 
enjoy the enlarged interior achieved by extending the 
pushchair attachment with an extension part (see 
image) available as accessory. 

Enlarging the interior

leather standard

EVA 300

The backrest of our pushchair attachment is 42 cm 
high. To extend it to 48 cm it is possible to attach the 
backrest extension part and to fasten it with the saf-
ety belts and an elastic band. Colour standard black. 

Back extension

Wheels without tyre tube SL, pneumatic tyres LR 
or elegant hard rubber tyres EVA (in rim sizes 25 and 
30 cm).  All wheels have chrome-plated spokes.



Summer and winter 
foot muff can be ordered in the pram colours* and 
have a 2-way zip which can be opened from both si-
des. The upper part can be removed and the bottom 
part can be used as underlay.

Our bedding consists of a duvet cover and a small 
pillowcase. The set is available to match the interior 
design of your pram. 

Foot muff Bedding Sets

The changing bags are available in the exterior colour of the pram, have a changing mat, small inside pockets 
and can be carried as shoulder bags. They are available as rectangular or rounded models.

Baby changing bags

klassik plus

soft plus

*  not possible in 
leather

Illustration with piping / Dimensions: B38xH21xT15 cm Illustration leather stripes / Dimensions: B40xH28xT15 cm
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Additional accessories can 
be found on our website 
www.hesba.de

It is simply attached to the push handle, makes hands 
feel snug & warm and is available in the exterior 
colour* of the pram in premium fur or fleece.

Winter muff

*  not possible in 
leather

The exterior uni fabric matches the design of the pram.

Awning

To use the adapter the pram attachment has to be 
removed from the chassis and has to be replaced by 
the adapter construction which has to be fixed in the 
chassis. Then the baby seat with the Hesba chassis 
can be used.

Adapter for baby seat
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Opinions
Insights of our customerscan be found under:www.hesba.de/meinungen?language=en_US
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Konrad 
Hesselbacher

Patricia Hesselbacher © Copyright 2018 | Childhood Business

History
The company started manufacturing baskets and 
dolls prams after it was established in 1925 by Kon-
rad Hesselbacher. 
In 1950, his son, Alfred Hesselbacher, fulfilled his 
father’s dream and began to manufacture prams. He 
has been manufacturing prams in Upper Franconia 
with lots of love and commitment, at first using 
wood and basketwork. 
However, this construction was too heavy and un-
comfortable and a decision in favour of lightweight 
carrycots was made that are still manufactured 
today. 

They were optimised over many years and, together 
with the suspension and the classical design, are the 
core parts of the HESBA combination pram.

Third generation family 
business

As of April 2016, Patricia Hesselbacher, the company 
founder’s youngest granddaughter and Alfred Hes-
selbacher’s daughter, has taken over the manage-
ment of the family business.



Alfred Hesselbacher

Patricia 1969

The horse as trademark
The horse symbolises the character of our individual 
prams. Just like the graceful animal, our combina-
tion prams exhibit elegance. The robust construc-
tion with the unique suspension allows countless 
excursions in nature over country paths and across 
country. Furthermore, our timeless prams are 
faithful companions in any situation and they quickly 
carry your child to the destination with reliability, 
protected and safely.

HESBA stands for 
HESselBAcher. 
Alfred Hesselbacher created the brand name 
HESBA from the letters of his last name when he 
began to manufacture prams. Today, the HESBA 
brand stands for sophisticated, timeless, classical 
prams. 
“It is our aim to optimally support your child’s de-
velopment with our prams. It is important for us that 
your child is lying protected, safely and comfortably” 
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Watch the
product video

Watch the
product video

Watch our
factory video

For personal information kindly 

contact your HESBA partner

Video from the baby blog „Das Glückskind“
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Die Kinderwagenmanufaktur

as at 09/2020


